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Industry's Future 1994-12-15

this book combines the data and analyses of research with the perspective and interpretive commentary of the practitioner
provides the reader with a grasp of the dynamic nature of industrial research the influences that shape it and its role in
society factors that shape current industrial research including the internationalization of r d declining defense expenditures
and the corporate environment are covered describes the globalization of industrial operation and the current and future
challenges that globalization will bring back cover

Basic Research, Applied Research, and Development in Industry ... 1961

innovation in industrial research is a valuable resource for researchers working for industries or the public sector managers
of research projects consultants and graduate students book jacket

Innovation in Industrial Research 2010

university industry research interactions is a compilation of papers focused on the examination of the mechanisms for
cooperation between universities and industries a section of the book covers the interfaces between industrial needs and
university activities the book provides some useful guides to increasing the effectiveness of using technical resources
experiences of different countries and different industry sectors are also examined the book discusses the use of university
industry interactions as a mechanism to increase the effectiveness of utilizing science and engineering the articles contained in
the book come from an international conference attended by some industrialized countries the recommendations made in the book
are intended to optimize the benefits from the use of technical resources another topic covered in the book is the means to
enhance the collaboration between industries and universities these collaborations are intended to be mutually beneficial
between the two sectors the text will be a useful tool for educators and economists

University-Industry Research Interactions 2014-05-17

drawing on the findings of sector specific workshops e mail surveys research literature expert testimony and committee and
panel members expertise this national academy of engineering study assesses the qualitative impact of academic research on five
industries� network systems and communications medical devices and equipment aerospace transportation distribution and
logistics services and financial services the book documents the range and significance of academic research contributions to
the five industries� comparing the importance of different types of contributions the multi and interdisciplinary nature of these
contributions and the multiple vectors by which academic research is linked to each industry the book calls for action to
address six cross cutting challenges to university industry interactions the growing disciplinary and time horizon related
imbalances in federal r d funding barriers to university industry interaction in service industries the critical role of academic
research in the advancement of information technology the role of academic research in the regulation of industry the impact
of technology transfer activities on core university research and education missions and the search for new pathways and
mechanisms to enhance the contributions of academic research to industry the book also includes findings and recommendations
specific to each industry

The Impact of Academic Research on Industrial Performance 2003-10-06

the debate about the effects of corporate restructuring on industrial investment in research and development has important
implications for public policy since research and development is vital to the nation s ability to compete in the global
marketplace researchers worry that debt service will cut research and development funds financiers argue that restructuring
improves corporate efficiency without affecting research and development expenditures this book eminated from a symposium
sponsored by the academy industry program the speakers represented a range of opinions from government wall street industry
and academia in addition to helping all sides in the dialogue learn something of the others needs and expectations by presenting
various points of view on the issue the discussions identify areas in which more research is needed to guide policy decisions

Corporate Restructuring and Industrial Research and Development 1990-02-01

this book is a summary and proceedings of a symposium sponsored by the government university industry research roundtable
and the national science foundation it includes presentations by senior government science policy officials and leading
scientists who are directly involved in the research and higher education policy formulation processes in various countries
included are their assessments of current challenges to their national research systems descriptions of national strategies
for meeting these challenges and a discussion of options for national research systems in the twenty first century
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Future National Research Policies Within the Industrialized Nations 1992-02-01

we must all hang together or surely we will all hang separately benjamin franklin the significant apathy that characterized
relationships between indus try and universities and the adversarial nature of relationships between industry and government
have both faded rapidly in the 1980s as the realities of global competition have surfaced in the united states both industry
and government leaders articulate a number of constructs for regaining our competitiveness in world markets one of the more
fre quent strategies prescribed in this new competitiveness era is cooperation different individuals or groups may espouse
different definitions inter pretations or areas of emphasis but the overall importance of this concept is substantial although
examples of cooperative research have existed for several decades the number and variety of relationships have expanded
rapidly in the 1980s as corporations universities and governments have embraced this strategy joint ventures involving two
or three firms increased from under 200 per year in the 1970s to over 400 per year by the mid 1980s multiple firm cooperative
arrangements are a more recent phenomenon made possible by the national cooperative research act of 1984 by mid 1988 81 of
these industry level consortia had formed under the provisions of the 1984 act the rapid growth in cooperative research and
development r d is primarily a response to the pressures of international competition as a corporate strategy cooperative r d
meets short term needs for assets to implement new approaches for coping with intensifying competition

Cooperative Research and Development: The Industry—University—Government
Relationship 2012-12-06

this book first published in 1947 sets out to describe what co operative research is how it is organised and in what way it
contributes to a variety of problems around the globe the need for scientific research can often be beyond a single company co
operative research can provide the people materials and money on a scale that is otherwise lacking the book looks at the
scope of co operative research internationally with chapters focusing on the uk and us as well as the rest of the world
provided by publisher

Co-operative Research in Industry 2018

operational research in industry brings together the experience of an international group of practising or consultants
researchers and academics in the applications of or in industry the book gives practical examples of cross industry management
covers many different industrial sectors and includes a variety of operations research tools including modelling optimization
and data mining

Industry-University Research Collaborations 1997-03-03

operational research in industry brings together the experience of an international group of practising or consultants
researchers and academics in the applications of or in industry the book gives practical examples of cross industry management
covers many different industrial sectors and includes a variety of operations research tools including modelling optimization
and data mining

Operational Research in Industry 1999-07-13

at a time when scientific and technical innovation now requires a multitude of heterogeneous inputs and expertise from the
public and private sectors alike cooperative research centers crcs have emerged as the predominant vehicle for cross sector
collaboration in the u s alone there are thousands of crcs on university campuses and agencies like the national science
foundation national institutes of health department of defense and more recently the department of energy fund crcs to
address some of the nation s most formidable challenges with science and technology including cancer and other diseases
terrorism surveillance and the detection of weapons of mass destruction and new energy technologies and smart energy grid
development industry oftentimes participates in crcs for access to knowledge capacity development and to mitigate risk this
volume includes research investigating crcs from north america europe australia and asia to explore the dynamics of crcs
including but not limited to resource allocation structure level of sponsorship organization and membership management and
operations objectives and goals and in doing so identifies both differences and similarities across institutional and national
contexts the volume sheds light on the role of crcs in promoting innovation s t policy and economic development and on the
practical aspects of successful crc management moreover the works included in the volume consider the implications for the
various stakeholder groups firms universities researchers students policymakers invested in crcs
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The Science-industry Nexus 2004

in this report to the government university industry research roundtable authors jerry thursby and marie thursby summarize
their research on the globalization of corporate r d the authors surveyed 200 multinational companies about recent and
future r d location decisions and the factors influencing those decisions the survey confirms that china and india are primary
targets of r d expansion but this trend does not yet portend a hollowing out of r d capability in the united states r d
location decisions are complex and driven by a variety of factors including the potential for market growth the quality of r
d personnel and the environment for collaborating with universities the cost of research while important is not the primary
factor in siting decisions

Operational Research in Industry 1999-07-13

this report identifies major global trends in scientific research describes the changes occurring within six industrialized
countries in response to these trends and discusses the challenges facing these countries in the future at the symposium
historians of science and higher education traced developments and described current conditions of research systems in new
world countries represented by japan russia and the united states and in the old world represented by germany france and great
britain isbn 0 309 04249 6 15 00

Cooperative Research Centers and Technical Innovation 2012-09-18

this volume describes a vision for the future of u s academic research and the near term actions and policies required to
maintain the quality of academic research in the united states it also describes longer term strategic considerations for the
enterprise in the next century concluding with a discussion of new approaches to decision making within the academic research
enterprise

Here or There? 2006-08-30

traditionally industrial laboratories like at t s bell labs and the xerox palo alto research center were wellsprings of
powerful new technologies yet in the competitive environment of the 1980s and 1990s research activities have been downsized
redirected and restructured within most of the firms that once were major sponsors of industrial research in this book top
technical managers of alcoa ibm intel and xerox along with leading scholars of the history and economics of technological
change discuss the consequences of this trend they explore new ideas for linking research with commercial markets and identify
the evolving roles for industry government and universities in shaping a new era in industrial research

The Academic Research Enterprise within the Industrialized Nations 1990-02-01

the goal of this book is to describe information search strategies and techniques critical for business practitioners and to
pinpoint credible sources of information on specific topics in company and industry research in today s information age
businesses have an ever growing need to obtain quality information in a timely manner and incorporate it effectively into
decision making and when such a need occurs business managers often face a situation of performing information research
themselves with a limited budget rather than frantically running searches on random websites with much time wasted it is
imperative that they understand the nature of business information research develop a systematic plan for data collection
and use appropriate information from credible sources learning and becoming familiar with the significance of these information
resources is a key for successful business research

Fateful Choices 1992-02-01

america s global competitiveness depends heavily on the fruits of scientific research in decades past industrial laboratories like
at t s bell labs the xerox palo alto research center were wellsprings of powerful new technologies yet the competitive
environment of the 1980s 1990s has forced managers to reassess industrial research as a business priority in engines of
innovation top technical managers of alcoa ibm intel xerox along with leading scholars of the history economics of
technological change discuss the consequences of this paradox for industry the economy as a whole the authors explore new
ideas for linking research with commercial markets identify the policy choices for industry government universities as together
they shape a new era in industrial research
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Engines of Innovation 1996

benchmarks oecd countries industry science relationships identifies relevant good practices in managing the interface between
public research and the business sector and provides a framework for monitoring and assessing evolving policies in the area

Company and Industry Research 2016-06-27

this report addresses a topic of recognized policy concern to capture the benefits of substantial u s investments in biomedical
r d parallel investments in a wide range of seemingly unrelated disciplines are also required this report summarizes a major
conference that reviewed our nation s r d support for biotechnology and information technologies the volume includes newly
commissioned research and makes recommendations and findings concerning the important relationship between information
technologies and biotechnology it emphasizes the fall off in r d investments needed to sustain the growth of the u s economy
and to capitalize on the growing investment in biomedicine it also encourages greater support for inter disciplinary training to
support new areas such as bioinformatics and urges more emphasis on and support for multi disciplinary research centers

Engines of Innovation 1996-04

originally published in 1973 this book applies economic analysis to scientific research and to industrial reserch and
development and analyses the interactions between these activities and economic activities in general the book begins by looking
at the relationships between science and technology and then analyses research and development in manufacturing industry
explains the different levels of expenditure in research and development in different industries and the role of such expenditure in
the growth of firms looks at the distribution of science and technology expenditure discusses the international transfer of
technology the book draws on evidence from several fields of study and imposes a theme upon the variety of evidence

Benchmarking Industry-science Relationships 2002

this book explores a little studied arena that exists between science and technology an arena in which a singular and
important variety of open ended multi purpose instrumentation is developed by practitioners neither scientist nor engineer call
them research technologists for use in academia industry state metrology and technical services and considerably beyond the
generic instrumentation designed in this almost subterraneously institutionalized professionalized interstitial arena fuels both
science and engineering work this involves intermittent crossings of the boundaries that demarcate and protect the
conventional cognitive and artefact cultures familiar to many historians and sociologists research technologists thereby
comprise a distinctive but never distinct transverse science and technology culture that generates a species of pragmatic
universality which in turn provides multiple and diversified audiences with a common repertory of vocabularies notational
systems images and perhaps even paradigms research technology practitioners deliver a lingua franca that contributes to
cognitive material and social cohesion research technology is about the complementarity between boundary crossing and the
stability maintenance of boundaries

Capitalizing on New Needs and New Opportunities 2001-01-11

a guide to the trends and leading companies in the engineering research design innovation and development business fields those
firms that are dominant in engineering based design and development as well leaders in technology based research and
development

The Economics of Research and Technology 2018-04-09

this study analyzes the relationship of professional employees to their professions and the organizations for which they work

Science in Industry 1959

mounting global competition rapid technological change and skyrocketing research costs are changing the arm s length
relationships between industry and universities toward closer and more direct cooperation yet many companies remain unsure
how to proceed in establishing effective alliances with the right universities and faculty investigators many books and
articles describe features and benefits of the diverse forms of cooperation between the two communities usually from the
academic viewpoint based on his experiences in directing many successful collaborations between du pont and research
universities carboni offers fresh insights and practical guidelines for planning organizing and conducting effective bilateral
research initiatives from the corporate perspective strategies and techniques are outlined which enable managers and technical
professionals to deal with major issues and problems throughout every phase of the undertaking a historical analysis helps
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the reader to understand the forces and events that have shaped the changing relationships between industry academia and
government since world war ii the advantages and pitfalls of major types of industry university research interactions are
described so that the reader may evaluate and choose the best options for his or her company s needs and circumstances the
reader is shown how to analyze the key technical issues and gaps of his or her company as a basis for selecting a balanced
portfolio of university projects factors to be considered in choosing suitable faculty investigators are discussed for less
experienced managers the book offers suggestions for obtaining executive and in house support negotiating research agreements
and evaluating and transferring key scientific and technological findings to the organization for exploitation this book is a
valuable desk side resource for corporate executives and technical staffs who seek fresh insights and information concerning
the role conduct and potential impact of university collaborations on the company missions the treatise enables academic and
government scientists research administrators and consultants to acquire a deeper understanding of corporate needs values
and expectations from these alliances

Development of University-industry Cooperative Research Centers 1982

responsible research and innovation rri is a governance framework promoted by influential policy makers such as the european
commission and academics from the fields of science and technology studies and management this book is the first text to serve
industry inspired by existing corporate responsibility standards and principles it offers a selection of tools that can assist
practitioners in implementing rri in business and industry responsible research and innovation rri is integrative it is a convergence
of technology assessment ta and ethics including corporate responsibility the task of linking rri to existing frameworks has
only just begun this book is a welcome example showing how corporate responsibility tools can drive the implementation of rri
prof armin grunwald head of the office of technology assessment at the german bundestag and head of the institute for
technology assessment and systems analysis karlsruhe institute of technology germany this is a simple short yet
encyclopaedic work designed to help business implement rri using the many tools of corporate responsibility cr already in place
everything from iso9001 to the ceres roadmap for sustainability it makes clear the ways in which rri is an extension of ideas
already well developed in cr i learned a lot reading it prof michael davis senior fellow center for the study of ethics in the
professions illinois institute of technology usa increase the chance of success for your startup s business idea by using your
future customers knowledge about the market this engagingly written book explains how dr thomas frenken ceo oldntec
germany

Instrumentation Between Science, State and Industry 2001

this report covers discussions at a symposium on the international context for national science and technology strategies
the meeting was held may 7 1997 at the national academy of sciences in washington d c and was organized by the government
university industry research roundtable guirr the symposium featured presentations by experts representing academic industry
and government viewpoints from countries including china finland france korea mexico poland and the united states the purpose
of the activity was to explore how various countries and regions are developing science and technology strategies in the
unfolding context of global economic integration and privatization as well as mobility of people and information the
implications for future international cooperation were considered in this modern framework

Plunkett's Engineering & Research Industry Almanac 2008 2008-05

a guide for younger r d chemists as to how they can quickly evolve skills built around three factors people knowledge and
time it covers the management of scientific personnel management within a variety of r d organizational structures creating a
climate of innovation the management of projects including the time management and communication aspects of the job as such it
teaches the vital managerial aspects of scientific jobs in industry which are not taught at university providing a deep and
detailed insight into the intricacies of managing research the text is divided neatly into four sections harnessing the human
resource organising for an innovative environment creativity and innovation project management of innovation the author
peter bamfield is now working as a consultant due to his long experience in the chemical industry he was elected president of
the royal society of chemistry s industrial affairs division and thus has a profound first hand view of staff companies and
organizations in and around the industry this third edition has been revised and updated to take into account global
developments and recent changes in regulatory affairs

Scientists in Industry 1982-05-24

the debate over offshoring of production transfer of technological capabilities and potential loss of u s competitiveness is a
long running one prevailing thinking is that the world is flat � that is innovative capacity is spreading uniformly as new
centers of manufacturing emerge research and development and new product development follow innovation in global industries
challenges this thinking the book a collection of individually authored studies examines in detail structural changes in the
innovation process in 10 service as well as manufacturing industries personal computers semiconductors flat panel displays
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software lighting biotechnology pharmaceuticals financial services logistics and venture capital there is no doubt that
overall there has been an acceleration in global sourcing of innovation and an emergence of new locations of research
capacity and advanced technical skills but the patterns are highly variable many industries and some firms in nearly all
industries retain leading edge capacity in the united states however the book concludes that is no reason for complacency
about the future outlook innovation deserves more emphasis in firm performance measures and more sustained support in public
policy innovation in global industries will be of special interest to business people and government policy makers as well as
professors students and other researchers of economics management international affairs and political science

Planning and Managing Industry-University Research Collaborations 1992-10-26

mastering management skills is hard to achieve by newcomers starting their careers in the chemical industry the message coming
from there is that good chemists swiftly have to become good managers if they are to survive and progress in today s
competitive climate this book is designed to help guide younger r d chemists to ways in which they can quickly evolve skills
which are built around three factors people knowledge and time it covers the management of scientific personnel management
within a variety of r d organisational structures creating a climate of innovation the management of projects including the
time management and communication aspects of the job the author peter bamfield is now working as a consultant due to his
long experience in the chemical industry he was elected president of the royal society of chemistry s industrial affairs division
this second edition of the book has been revised and updated to take recent global developments and restructuring in the
chemical industry into account as well as the rising importance of information technology in management

Research and Development in the Pharmaceutical Industry 2006

at a time when scientific and technical innovation now requires a multitude of heterogeneous inputs and expertise from the
public and private sectors alike cooperative research centers crcs have emerged as the predominant vehicle for cross sector
collaboration in the u s alone there are thousands of crcs on university campuses and agencies like the national science
foundation national institutes of health department of defense and more recently the department of energy fund crcs to
address some of the nation s most formidable challenges with science and technology including cancer and other diseases
terrorism surveillance and the detection of weapons of mass destruction and new energy technologies and smart energy grid
development industry oftentimes participates in crcs for access to knowledge capacity development and to mitigate risk this
volume includes research investigating crcs from north america europe australia and asia to explore the dynamics of crcs
including but not limited to resource allocation structure level of sponsorship organization and membership management and
operations objectives and goals and in doing so identifies both differences and similarities across institutional and national
contexts the volume sheds light on the role of crcs in promoting innovation s t policy and economic development and on the
practical aspects of successful crc management moreover the works included in the volume consider the implications for the
various stakeholder groups firms universities researchers students policymakers invested in crcs

Responsible Research and Innovation in Industry 2015-09-10

r d innovation and competitiveness in the european chemical industry explores the science technology base and the dynamic
performance of the european system of innovation in the chemical industry with particular attention to its contribution to
economic growth through innovation and competitiveness and its ability to translate its research into commercially useful
products it also analyses the forces that encourage the diffusion of chemical innovations on downstream user industries and
among large and small firms the studies presented in this book represent an analysis of the issues and questions raised by the
green paper on innovation presented by the european commission for the specific case of the european chemical industry r d
innovation and competitiveness in the european chemical industry will be of interest to industry and government experts
related to the chemical industry scholars both faculty and graduate students interested in growth corporate strategy and
the management of innovation

University-industry Research Relationships 1983

accompanied by appendix 1 replies from industry 1 iii 214 p ill forms 30 cm london confederation of british industry 1971 call
number lb2301 u65 suppl

National Science and Technology Strategies in a Global Context 1998-06-21
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Research and Development in the Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industry 2006-12-13

Innovation in Global Industries 2008-05-12

Research and Development Management in the Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industry
2006-03-06

Cooperative Research Centers and Technical Innovation 2012-09-18

R&D, Innovation and Competitiveness in the European Chemical Industry
2012-10-29

Engines of Innovation 1996

Industry, Science & Universities 1970
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